ANI NETWORKS NAMES DENISE MCCUE AS NEW CEO

LAS VEGAS, Nevada-- ANI Networks is pleased to announce Denise McCue as its new Chief
Executive Officer. Denise joins ANI Networks from Global Crossing where she was Director of
North America and Latin America Wholesale Voice sales. Denise spent over 6 accomplished
years with Global Crossing in Wholesale. Prior to Global Crossing, she spent 20 years on the
Enterprise side of AT&T. ANI Networks’ owner, Sam Delug, states, “Denise brings a unique
blend of wholesale and retail sales experience, both domestic and international, along with the
ability to successfully manage change through the waves of market trends in the
telecommunications industry.”
Denise’s vision for ANI Networks is to widen the product portfolio shelf and to develop bundled
offer sets to expand the depth of services available, as well as answer to the changing demand for
the existing and new customers. Denise also intends to establish an indirect sales channel to fuel
the company’s growth in the Enterprise space. The expanded product scope and market reach,
along with consistent emphasis on outstanding customer satisfaction will prove ANI Networks to
be a sound contender in this competitive space. “My personal sales career has a great tradition of
achievement and will continue to play a pivotal role as it fuels the future growth of the company”
says Denise.

About ANI Networks:
ANI Networks is a privately held, facilities based Communications Company servicing the wholesale
long distance voice market, both Resale and Carrier. With facilities and clients on 3 continents and a vast
domestic Feature Group D Network, ANI Networks is a premiere partner to the companies in the
wholesale market place with a focus on traditional voice services. By utilizing the efficiencies of next
generation VoIP technologies with in its own network topology, ANI Networks has the flexibility to
adapt to ever changing wholesale market conditions and regulatory capitulations, resulting in operational
stability and economic longevity for its wholesale clients.
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